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Receiver/Servo Tray Support

F4 Doubler - Make 2 from 1/16" Plywood

INCHES

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

F4 Doubler - One on each side

Fuselage Bottom - Sheet 2 of 3
F2
Make from 1/8" Liteply

F3
Battery/ESC Hatch

Top Rear

Fuselage Bottom
Sheet 3 of 3

Hatch pull - make from 1/16" plywood
Battery Tray
Make from 1/8" Liteply

Cowl template - make from aluminum drink can
Wing center section base

Make from 1/8" LitePly

CS1

F1
Make from 1/8" LitePly

F2A
Make from 1/8" LitePly

F1

INCHES